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An Examination of the Manifestation of Economic Xenophobia in Political Campaigns  

Introduction / Definition 

The definition of xenophobia is “an attitudinal orientation of hostility against non-natives 

in a given population” (UNESCO). The Cambridge English Dictionary uses even stronger 

language: “The extreme dislike or fear of foreigners, their customs, their religions, etc.” 

(“Meaning of Xenophobia in English”). These definitions inherently include fear, anger, and 

prejudice directed toward the idea of foreigners. Although this phobia is at times mistaken for 

racism, it is purely based upon one’s place of origin as opposed to a physical trait like skin color, 

as there are no definitive features of a foreigner. Xenophobia is a term that is well integrated 

within culture, vocabulary, and even now political structure. Increasingly within the past two 

decades, the term “xenophobia” has been a catalyst for governmental action.  

Xenophobia is also increasingly connected to economic fluctuation and fears. Since 2008, 

several controversial political campaigns have seized upon such economic instability and have 

encouraged deliberation about current nationwide immigration stances. Campaigns link threats to 

national safety, higher unemployment rates, and cultural divides to immigration (Thompson). 

Campaigns connect these wide-ranging concerns to cultivate greater fear amongst citizens. This 

political tactic has been effective, and these campaigns have nurtured large populations of voters 

concerned about their own financial wellbeing.  

Candidates in political parties use the media, campaign slogans, debates, and speeches to 

openly display and easily spread their ideological beliefs, agendas, and fears. In the twenty-first 

century, campaigns use these tactics specifically to connect economics and immigration. The 

concept of anti-foreign sentiment motivated by economic fears creates a new and specific form 
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of xenophobia: “economic xenophobia.” As unpredictable economies have taken the forefront on 

recent political decisions around the world, economic xenophobia gains traction. Policy changes 

and political decision making reveal much of the economic xenophobia ingrained in 

representative democracies and republics of the world today. Ultimately, modern xenophobic 

attitudes can be traced back to the highly publicized political campaigns after the Great 

Recession of 2008.  

The Global Financial Crisis of 2008 

The global financial crisis of 2008 caused economic worry amongst Italian, British, and 

American citizens alike. Beginning with the crash of the mortgage market in the United States 

and the following global failure of massive banks and financial institutions, the crisis led to a 

decline in many household incomes. The Donald Trump, Matteo Salvini, and Leave / Brexit 

campaigns all exploited this economic deficit, implementing xenophobia amongst their citizens. 

However, the campaigns each profited from establishing a connection between current economic 

inadequacy and an increased immigration influx. Ultimately, the increased use of systematic 

xenophobia in global political campaigns is the result of international economic collapses. 

The Great Recession began in the United States when the multi-trillion dollar housing 

market failed at the end of 2007. The crash created a domino effect, impacting nearly every 

American citizen. The newfound lack of typical consumer spending became a catalyst for the 

loss of 8.4 million jobs within the domestic labor market (“The Great Recession”). The huge 

increase in unemployment rates within the country still has not been resolved. The gross 

domestic product was directly affected too. Annie Lowrey, an economic policy journalist for The 

Atlantic, writes about the financial crisis: “changes in the demand for work and the jobs available 
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have caused income inequality to be worse now than it would have been otherwise” (Lowrey). In 

turn, the upper and lower classes of American society became more polarized, which created a 

lack of moderation to fill the gap. Since the election of President Donald Trump in 2016, the 

stock market has almost completely regained its previous standing. During his campaign, Donald 

Trump publicized his financial reform plan, heavily emphasizing his tax cuts to bring the country 

out of the long term effects of the 2008 recession. He planned to recreate a successful economy 

through “more rigorous regulatory impact analysis that addresses systemic risk and market 

failures” (United States). The United States suffered from nationwide increases in unemployment 

rates and lower incomes from the beginning of the recession up until the implementation of 

Trump’s tax reform and financial regulation.  

The United Kingdom faced economic upheaval in the form of a GDP decrease of more 

than one percent, a result of the global financial crisis of 2008 (“The 2008 Recession 10 Years 

on”). The manufacturing industry suffered the most; the national currency, the pound, could not 

make up for lost money in exports (“UK in Recession as Economy Slides”). However, during the 

last quarter of 2009, the country was able to recover to its previous GDP almost completely. 

Income inequality within the country increased sharply, similar to the effects of economic 

changes in the United States. The recession created a middle-class gap where the divide between 

the rich and the poor was balanced for GDP, but each side was heightened in terms of income or 

lack thereof. That being said, in 2016, The Financial Times reported that GDP had increased 

since the low points of 2008 and 2009, but wages were facing great stagnation after only eight 

years (Romei). A halt in wage increases, while there were ongoing price increases, provided a 

need for economic change via national politics. Negotiation over Britain’s membership in the 
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European Union began after the recession in 2013 and continued to gain more traction. Popular 

support favored solving domestic economic problems by removing Britain from the EU 

agreement. The Great Recession of 2008 led to English economic problems that motivated the 

Leave campaign (to secede from the European Union).  

As the stock market began to crash in the United States, foreign investments were hit 

hard as well. In Italy’s case, the rising prices affected the citizens in the industries of fuel and 

food, two industries highly dependent on international trade and support (“Italy Nears Recession 

as GDP Slides”). The financial recession of 2008 hit average citizen incomes as a result and 

created a huge dip in consumer spending overall. In contrast to the economy of the United States, 

Italy’s economy remains in a recessive state where the employment rates and wages are currently 

lower than they were during the actual crisis. The international financial recession caused Italy to 

undergo a “triple-dip recession” that still has a lasting impact today (O’Brien). Although the 

Great Recession played a major role in the current economic failures of Italy, a lower GDP and 

high unemployment rates are also due to a domestic struggle between the upper and lower 

geographical regions of Italy. Italy’s relatively recent currency switch to the Euro made its faulty 

young economy more susceptible to long term economic collapse during the crisis of 2008 (“The 

Euro Area is Back on the Brink of Recession”). The current low rates of employment and a low 

nationwide GDP exemplify the long-lasting impacts as a result of the 2008 recession in Italy. 

Implementation of Economic Xenophobia 

The far right fascist political campaign, Lega Nord, is proof of Italy’s attempt to combat 

economic pitfalls via an isolationist political strategy and increased domestic economic activity. 

The European Parliament made a recent 2018 resolution to impede the “racism, xenophobia and 
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other forms of intolerance” exhibited by such neo-fascist groups (Wikstrӧm). However, Italy is 

an example of how the spread of a phobia is not easily impeded. Italy is a multi-party democratic 

republic with executive, legislative, and judicial branches. Similar to the United States, the 

various provinces have local branches too, though Italy’s maintain a particularly large influence 

on the outcome of proposed legislation even nationally. Therefore, the impact of political 

factions and other ideological groups plays a great role in the outcomes of the state. One political 

party that strives to regain a fascist, centralized state is Italy’s Lega Nord. As a greatly supported 

enterprise, the Lega Nord exploits xenophobic ideals by publicizing hostility toward foreigners 

(Donadio). Such adverse attitudes surrounding a headline like immigration shape the entire 

political atmosphere of the country to the extent that far left and center leaning parties can only 

acquire adequate support with the implementation of xenophobic values as well (Moreno). The 

xenophobic influence of the Lega Nord has molded Italy’s political climate by way of the 

citizens. 

The Lega Nord party, led by Umberto Bossi, bolsters xenophobia through an emphasis on 

domestic economic strife within its fascist realm. The political party identifies its objectives as 

“free market policies, opening state-owned industries to competition, slashing bureaucracy, and 

changing the tax regime to assist small businesses and skilled workers” (Gilbert). Focus purely 

on the domestic economy has created much popular support, and the party has become the 

second largest to the Christian Democrats in Italy (Gilbert). The League asserts a central part of 

its philosophy in one of its public statements, arguing that “the host Italian culture is being 

swamped by people of alien habits and traditions” (Gilbert). In order to reform Italian 
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immigration policies to favor the campaign’s desires, the party propagandizes immigration as an 

adequate threat to the economic well being of citizens.  

Matteo Salvini, the nationalist leader of the Lega Nord, coined the slogan, ‘Italians first,’ 

when he ran for a political position in September 2018. Political campaigns center around the 

idea of impacting as many lives as possible in order to gain support. Slogans are one way in 

which to gain massive impact, and Eva Jurenova, a Czech undergraduate who studies English for 

Business Administration, proves, “it could be seen that every campaign, which wants to leave a 

deep impact, needs a controversial slogan” (Jurenova). The inclusion of a xenophobic phrase in 

the heart of Salvini’s political campaign makes the anti-immigrant beliefs of the Lega Nord 

pervasive in listeners’ minds. The party takes advantage of Italy’s current, unprofitable economy 

and directly links its failure to heavy immigration. It also provides an inward look at the state of 

the country and shifts voters’ minds toward an isolated point of view. Maurizio Ambrosini states 

in his study surrounding immigration in Italy, “[there] is the astonishing rise of foreign 

immigration in a country still affected by a heavy legacy of domestic unemployment and 

long-standing territorial imbalances” (Ambrosini). The league blames immigration for its 

economic deficit, relating the two with the slogan, ‘Italians first.’ The party’s patronage of an 

ultra nationalist and isolationist slogan is one way in which xenophobia is manifested in the 

political campaign. 

The popular political anti-foreigner opinions impact the voting citizens of the country. 

With much needed economic reform and the creation of the Lega Nord, economic xenophobia 

was prominent amongst natives. In 1991, Italy faced the Albanian exodus, a refugee crisis 

(Haberman). The immigrants’ pursuits were only met with opposition from the government and 
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from citizens directly, a particular example of Italian economic fear. Furthermore, Italy portrayed 

a xenophobic attitude when they chose to expel thousands of Libyan immigrants from a holding 

shelter on the peninsula in 2004 (Trew). The motivation of these choices was, ultimately, the 

result of xenophobia rooted in economic worry. Many citizens’ votes in these circumstances 

reflected persistent xenophobic tendencies emboldened by political campaigns.  

Reform in the United Kingdom reflects a similar xenophobic increase as seen in Italy 

with a specific emphasis upon the necessary economic isolation of the country. In June of 2016, 

the United Kingdom held a referendum to establish whether or not to secede from the European 

Union (Rosenfeld). This national vote is known as Brexit. The European Union allows for easy 

migration and economic communication amongst citizens of the twenty-eight member countries. 

To remove oneself from a federation whose purpose is to ensure an open border coalition would 

be to favor the hindrance of foreigners and immigrants. 

Campaign slogans are used as tools to advertise a certain objective or to achieve a goal. 

‘Take back control’ is Brexit’s trademark. The slogan suggests that the Brexit deal is a powerful 

nationalistic proposal to help regain the identity of the UK. In an economic sense, the motto 

refers to the separation from the standards of the European Union and increasing domestic 

employment. Taking back control over the English economy implies that the economy is 

currently struggling, and the desire to take control over English borders implies that immigration 

is part of the problem. In 2009, Britain proposed legislation and “announced a policy of reducing 

admissions of skilled foreign workers to ensure jobs for local graduates” (Khan). The Brexit 

sponsors have connected immigration to a lack of economic success. Simon Tilford, chief 

economist at The Institute for Global Change, explains the Brexit referendum and states, “this 
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situation could have been prevented, had the Labour Party and the Conservatives shown some 

leadership by refusing to link immigration with social and economic problems, and by facing 

down populist sentiment in the media rather than pandering to it” (Tilford, 3).  Tilford affirms the 

prominent presence of xenophobia and its motivating role in the vote to leave the European 

Union. Economic xenophobia is deeply rooted within the heart of the Brexit campaign and is 

present within its simple slogan. 

Matthew Goodwin and Caitlin Milazzo conducted a study in 2017 to test whether or not 

Brexit was motivated purely out of immigrational fear. They concluded that “Most of those who 

voted for Brexit were aware of local [demographic] changes and felt negatively about how 

historically unprecedented levels of immigration were impacting on the national economy, 

culture and the welfare state” (Goodwin and Milazzo). These results also mirror the findings of 

another study conducted by Dr. Golec de Zavala but on an even further psychological level. By 

closely examining three personality traits with a sample of Brexit supporters, she analyzed that 

there was a correlation between favor for Brexit and xenophobia (Gabbatiss). Evidence from the 

United Kingdom supports the theory that xenophobic beliefs led to a shift in election and poll 

outcomes. Not only is there a direct correlation between personality attributes and Brexit 

supporters, but another Brexit observer deduced, “The Leave campaign, which in the final weeks 

focused heavily on immigration, received its strongest support in the West Midlands, a historic 

bastion of eurosceptic and anti-immigration sentiment” (Goodwin and Heath). The Brexit 

campaign gained most of its traction only with xenophobic approval. Xenophobia held an 

explicit position in the Brexit referendum and did play a role in the outcome. Additionally, the 
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economic xenophobia introduced by Boris Johnson and other Brexit leaders continues to impact 

the outcome of current English referenda. 

The United Kingdom’s isolationist reform emanated from the encouragement of 

economic xenophobia highlighted by the Leave campaign. The acknowledgment of visas and 

other forms of identification held by all EU citizens, as well as more specific immigration 

requirements is mandatory for membership in the European Union (“The EU in Brief”). The 

demands of the EU imply that much of the UK’s economic activity is driven not by English 

citizens but rather by citizens of Europe. Brexit’s stress of migrant impact in the English 

economy and the promise of reduced net migration numbers has led to numerous false 

assumptions. Omer Aziz writes about published research by a company in the UK: “One poll 

found that Brits who intended to vote Leave thought that non-British EU citizens made up 20 

percent of the UK’s population, four times higher than the actual number” (Aziz).  Not only are 

English assumptions made about immigrant populations, but also such populations’ roles in 

exacerbation of economic problems has been overestimated too. “The same poll found that 

nearly 4 in 10 Britons believed that the number of children in the EU receiving a Child Benefit 

payment from the UK was ‘40 to 100 times the actual level,’” Aziz continues (Aziz). Brexit 

leaders have instilled an exaggerated sense of economic xenophobia easily found amongst 

English citizens after the financial crisis of 2008. The Leave campaign accentuates the need to 

reclaim the British economy and British laws from the supposedly overbearing hands of the EU. 

Divorce from the union would eliminate Britain’s required affirmation of immigration 

documents leading to a vast decline in net migration totals, creating a more isolated nation and a 

strictly British economy.  
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American xenophobia also is connected with economic uncertainty. Many are fearful of 

immigration and its suggested effects on their incomes and employment. American citizens’ 

voting practices are affected as a result. Kimberly Moore published a paper which highlighted a 

specific study conducted by Kevin Clermont and Theodore Eisenberg. Although their study was 

conducted before the Trump campaign, it concerns the topic of xenophobia and bias in the 

American judicial system and concludes with the similarity hypothesis. This scientific theory is 

mentioned by Moore: “‘The similarity hypothesis,’ also referred to as ‘in group bias’ or simply 

as ‘ethnocentrism’ posits that decision makers consciously or subconsciously tend to favor 

people like themselves” (Moore). Moore’s analysis of the Clermont-Eisenberg study proves that 

American votes and governmental participation can and have been influenced by an “us versus 

them” bias - a bias that suggests the fear of foreigners. Moore even acknowledges that 

xenophobia is a part of the equation: “While this literature has not explicitly studied xenophobic 

bias (i.e., prejudice based on alienage or domicile), the theory underlying the literature would 

suggest the existence of such bias” (Moore). Moore predicts that xenophobic bias is another 

factor in the American view of “us versus them” and “insider versus outsider” that could 

potentially lead to a political proclivity. Economic xenophobia goes beyond political campaigns 

but actually becomes impactful and is manifested within the grassroots movements and citizens’ 

votes.  

The Trump administration exhibits the sociological fear of the foreigner. A study 

conducted by Taher Ben Khalifa carefully deconstructed President Donald Trump’s language in 

his speeches and social media postings and juxtaposed his word choice to the definition of 

xenophobia. Khalifa concluded, “The study of the manifestation of hatred in Trump’s language 
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revealed that sexist, bigoted and xenophobic attitudes are practiced and are linguistically traced 

at various levels of his speeches” (Khalifa, 22). Similarly, the Harvard Law Review Forum 

states, “when it comes to immigrants, President Trump has used his pulpit in ways that 

exemplify the negative, contemporary connotations of the term” (Chacon). Throughout his 

campaign, Donald Trump used hostility toward foreigners as a strategy. Foreign antipathy is 

spread beyond the boundaries of Trump’s campaign by the leverage of mass media in American 

politics.  

Economic xenophobia acted as a crucial piece in the complex media puzzle during the 

Trump campaign of 2016. President Donald Trump’s use of younger social media platforms like 

Twitter allowed him to appeal to a possible 32.4 million international users and even more with 

televised presidential debates (Burke). He tweets, “We are not even into February and the cost of 

illegal immigration is $18,959,495,168,” with an added emphasis on the economic expense for 

average citizens (Hoban). Although the use of Twitter allows Trump to promote economic 

worries based upon immigration, television debates endorse the xenophobic sound bites with 

greater impact. There, Trump publicized his view that, “[immigrants] are taking our jobs. 

They’re taking our manufacturing jobs. They’re taking our money. They’re killing us” to 

repeatedly instill a sense of economic anxiety for U.S. citizens (@realDonaldTrump). In both 

instances of Twitter and his Presidential debate, Donald Trump was able to promote economic 

worry at the expense of foreigners. With such vast media followings, Trump quickly gained 

traction and support when it came to his position on anti-immigration and economic xenophobia.  

Trump’s supplementary use of a controversial, economically xenophobic campaign 

slogan catalyzed monumental shifts toward purely American, nationalistic attitudes. ‘Make 
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America great again,’ accentuates the idea that previous presidential administrations in U.S. 

history did not lead the country in the right direction. Trump aimed to promulgate the necessity 

for an “American Savior” with his well-known phrase. The carefully calculated rallying cry 

implies failure of Barack Obama’s stances on immigration and the economy, two major 

platforms in Trump’s campaign. Obama prioritized Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals and 

modified border security to benefit immigration influxes. ‘Make America great again’ 

emphasizes the economic costs for American citizens allowing such legislation to remain. The 

phrase also points in the direction of isolationist reform by bolstering American nationalism 

above all else. Trump’s campaign slogan is extremely effective and is represented in modern 

immigration reform initiated by economic xenophobia. 

Conclusion 

Ever since the Great Recession in 2008, economic xenophobia has plagued the nations of 

the United States, Italy, and the United Kingdom. The dramatized media focus on the severity of 

the economic worries makes it seem as though the problem will never be solved. However, 

within the past year, citizens of the UK and the United States have slowly started a political 

response to the nations’ xenophobia. The United States shows a glimmer of opposition through a 

partisan shift in the House of Representatives, and British business owners resent Brexit’s 

current no-deal standing (Ralph). Although the United States and Britain have demonstrated 

moments of xenophobic opposition, Italy remains in a static position politically. However, 

xenophobia is a problem deeper than politics. The moral dilemma highlighted by campaign 

propaganda that plagues nations in addition to the United States, the United Kingdom, and Italy 

is something almost incurable. Though xenophobia has a prominent role in modern politics, 
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hopeful and young leaders are slowly becoming popular amongst younger generations and treat 

the problem with similar adversarial strategies. Many up-and-coming global leaders accentuate 

the need for citizens to obtain factual information amid future elections.  

The importance of being truthful consumers is something often forgotten within a 

media-reliant world. Political campaigns gain massive amounts of support through media that 

does not have to be necessarily rooted in fact. Slogans and advertised platforms use hyperbolic 

rhetoric in order to instill fear and provide an alternative way of viewing the problems within any 

nation. Therefore, it is crucial for citizens to understand and question the source of information 

and be apprehensive about the true cause of nationwide distress.  

Perhaps the most terrifying aspect of this widespread economic xenophobia is the attempt 

to isolate and further divide countries of the world. The Lega Nord, the Leave campaign, and the 

Trump campaign all ran on hidden or overt platforms, some overt, some hidden, in which 

creating an isolated nation was a central objective. These platforms mask the significant foreign 

trade amendments required for them to be implemented. Without adversity from citizens and 

benefactors within any xenophobic campaign, the world could quite possibly be a place where 

every nation is completely individualistic and unconnected from foreign aid. The use of 

economic xenophobia within governmental practice is concerning and should be at the forefront 

of voters’ minds.  

Although blatantly distinguishable through campaign and administrative rhetoric, 

economic xenophobia, is far more than a rhetorical issue at this point in time. Xenophobia has 

been directly affecting governmental practice from 2008 until today. Policies have been written 

on the basis of economic worry to ensure immigration slowly dwindles. Rampant, hateful ideas 
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have been spread amongst the individual voters of several nations, creating ideological shifts and 

new voting patterns. Visible in the oppositional struggles of the United States and British 

citizens, the process of overturning nationwide and possibly international xenophobia is a task 

not easily completed.  

In the future, voting citizens need to understand the benefits of diversity within a 

domestic economy. Potential economic forthcomings cannot dictate the way an international 

population is viewed. Though closed border policies may look appealing because of promised 

defense budget cuts, voters must question whether or not an isolationist policy is worth the cost. 

Damaging policies rooted in xenophobic ideals have created new and long-term ideological and 

governmental practices. The Trump, Brexit, and Lega Nord campaigns took shape within the 

span of about eight years and quickly gained international recognition for their platforms. 

Economic xenophobia goes far beyond the measures of one nation and its government.  

Economic xenophobia is a layered and complex issue within the scope of modern 

politics. As seen in Brexit, it is an ongoing problem that is unfolding literally every day. The 

uncertainty and constant shifts from widespread xenophobic support to extreme opposition 

exemplify the instability within several democracies. Xenophobia poses real dangers to global 

politics, social interactions, and democratic representation; these are dangers that can only be 

impeded by awareness and increased citizen participation.  
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